Revising the definition of treasure in the Treasure Act 1996 and revising the
related codes of practice
Response Form
You can reply to the consultation by downloading and completing this response form and sending it to
treasure@culture.gov.uk. You do not have to reply to all parts of the consultation, you can reply only to
the parts that interest you.
The Response Form contains a Disclosure of Responses statement which you must read, understand
and agree. If you do not your response may be considered invalid and would not be considered as part
of the consultation.

Instructions
Open and save the form, including your name or organisation in the title. Please click on the grey area in
each box in order to type in your answer. There is a 1250 character limit (including spaces) for responses
on the form. Please email treasure@culture.gov.uk if you have any difficulties with the form.

Disclosure of responses and Data Protection
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), 100 Parliament St Westminster, London
SW1A 2BQ, is the data controller in respect of any information you provide in your answers. Your
personal data is being collected and processed by DCMS, which processes your personal data on the
basis of informed consent. We will hold the data you provide for a maximum of 2 years.
You can find out more here: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-digitalculture-media-sport/about/personal-information-charter
We will process the names and addresses and email addresses provided by respondents, and
information about which organisations respondents belong to, where this is provided. We will also
process the information that you provide in relation to your views on the proposed changes contained in
the consultation, which may of course include commercially sensitive data.
When the consultation ends, we will publish a summary of the key points raised on the Department's
website: www.gov.uk/DCMS. This will include a list of the organisations that responded, but not any
individual's personal name, address or other contact details. All responses and personal data will be
processed in compliance with the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulation.
If you want some or all of the information you provide to be treated as confidential or commercially
sensitive, it would be helpful if you could clearly identify the relevant information and explain why you
consider it confidential or commercially sensitive. Please note that DCMS may be required by law to
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publish or disclose information provided in response to this consultation in accordance with access to
information regimes: primarily the Freedom of Information Act 2000, the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004, the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulation. If we
receive any request to disclose this information, we will take full account of your explanation, but
cannot give you an absolute assurance that disclosure will not be made in any particular case. We will
not regard an automatic disclaimer generated by your IT system as a relevant request for these
purposes.
Your information will be processed by a 3rd party service provider Qualtrics. DCMS control all
information input and retained using the Qualtrics software.
Your personal data will not be sent overseas and will not be used for automated decision making
If, during completion of the survey you decide to withdraw your response, you will need to contact
DCMS via email (dcmsdataprotection@culture.gov.uk) asking that your response be deleted. Please
note we may require you to provide us with some of your responses to the survey (identifying
information) e.g. organisations name, to allow the correct survey response to be deleted.
Once you have submitted your response to the survey you will not be able to withdraw your answers
from the analysis stage. However, under the Data Protection Act 2018 (and the General Data Protection
Regulation), you have certain rights to access your personal data and have it corrected or erased (in
certain circumstances), and you can withdraw your consent to us processing your personal data at any
time.
You have the right to lodge a complaint to the Information Commissioner's Office about our practices, to
do so please visit the Information Commissioner’s Office website: https://ico.org.uk/concerns/.
Information Commissioner’s Office Wycliffe House Water Lane Wilmslow Cheshire SK9 5AF
casework@ico.org.uk Telephone: 0303 123 1113 Textphone: 01625 545860 Monday to Friday, 9am to
4:30pm
If you need any further information please contact us: dcmsdataprotection@culture.gov.uk

I have read and understood the disclosure of responses statement and I agree with its terms
☒YES
☐NO
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Introduction
The Treasure Act 1996 (The Act) replaced the common law of treasure trove in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland in 1997 (Scotland has its own law of treasure trove). Under the Act, finds that are
declared treasure by the coroner belong to the Crown. The Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport is responsible for the treasure process and for the preparation and publication of a Code of
Practice associated with the Act. Northern Ireland has its own Code, which reflects its different
legislation governing archaeological digging.
When a find is declared treasure it is offered to a local or national museum. If a museum expresses an
interest in acquiring the find, the finder and landowner and/or occupier of the site become eligible for a
share of a reward matching the market value of the find which is paid by the museum. This value is
recommended to the Secretary of State by a committee of experts, the Treasure Valuation Committee
(TVC). This recommendation can be reviewed by the Secretary of State.
This consultation deals with proposed changes to the Treasure Act 1996 (‘the Act’), its associated Code
of Practice (‘the Code’) and the process for finds that may be treasure following a review of the treasure
process. The aim of the Act is to ensure that important archaeological items are preserved in public
collections.

Aim
The aim of the proposed changes are to improve the treasure process making it more efficient and
focused on the aim of preserving significant finds for public collections, and more rational and easier to
understand. We are also keen to ensure that there is a sustainable future for the treasure
process. The aim of the consultation is to gather views on the proposed changes, and obtain
information that will help us to assess the impact of these changes on groups and individuals. We also
ask for opinions, suggestions and evidence which will support the development of future policies on the
Act, the Code and the treasure process.

Scope of Consultation
The scope of the consultation is divided into five parts. You may wish to complete the whole survey or
just the parts most relevant to you.
The five parts are:
•

Section 1: Changes to the Codes of Practice. The Code has not been updated fully for nearly 20
years. We are proposing amendments which reflect current practice and changes to the
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•

•

•

•

treasure process which will make it more efficient. We are not asking specific questions in the
consultation where the changes are purely administrative.
Section 2: Changes in the definition of treasure. Under the Act the Secretary of State has the
power to change the definition of treasure through secondary legislation. The proposed
changes consulted on here are a static date for treasure, a definition based on the value of a
find, and the extension of the definition of treasure to include single gold coins minted from
AD43 to 1344 and base metal objects of Roman date, found together.
Section 3: Exemption of finds subject to Church of England legal controls. The Act removed the
condition that a find had to have been buried with an apparent intention by the owner to
retrieve it, in order to be defined as treasure. This meant that finds that were subject to the
Church of England’s legal controls were also subject to the Act. During the passage of the Act,
the Government undertook to address this issue. We are proposing that finds subject to the
legal controls are exempted from the definition of treasure.
Section 4: Commencement of sections of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (The 2009 Act)
Chapter 4 of the 2009 Act relates to treasure. We propose to commence some provisions of
the 2009 (although not the implementation of a central treasure process under a dedicated
Coroner for Treasure) which will improve the treasure process. These would introduce an
exemption from the coroner’s duty to investigate, a duty on a person acquiring an article that
might be treasure to report it and an extension of the time available to prosecute offences
under the Act.
Section 5: The sustainability and long term future of the treasure process. There has been an
increase in the amount of annual treasure cases from below 100 in 1997 to over a thousand
yearly since 2014. This success has put a strain on the resources available for the treasure
process. We are asking for comments on some initial proposals for managing this problem,
further suggestions, and also allowing space for general comments.
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About You
Are you responding as a member of the public or on behalf of an organisation or interest group?
☐ Member of the public
☒ On behalf of an organisation
☐ On behalf of an interest group

What is the name and address of the organisation or interest group?

Name of Organisation

Rescue, The British Archaeological Trust

Your Name

Robin Densem, Chairma n

Address Line 1

15a Bull Plain

Address Line 2

Hertford

County

Hertfordshire

Post Code

SG14 1DX

Country

England

Email Address

office@rescue-archaeology.org.uk

If you are responding on behalf of an organisation or interest group how many members do you have
and how did you obtain the views of your members:
RESCUE, the British Archaeological Trust, is a charitable trust dedicated to supporting archaeology
and the historic environment in Britain and abroad. We have a set of agreed policies which are
available on our website. Our members (currently over 400) elect an 18-member Council who agree
the detail of our responses.

We may wish to contact you in order to discuss your response in more detail.
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If you are happy to be contacted, please provide your details below. If not, please move on to the next
question.
Name

Robin Densem

Email Address

chair@rescue-archaeology.org.uk
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Section 1 - Revisions to the Codes
Questions 1 and 2 relate to Section G of the Codes and Paragraphs 43 to 46 of the Consultation
Document.
When a find appears to meet the definition of treasure in the Act, the local coroner holds an inquest to
decide if it is treasure. The find is also offered to a museum.
If the museum delays in expressing an interest in acquiring the find, this can lead to further delay in the
treasure process and the coroner holding an unnecessary inquest
We propose to introduce a 28 day time limit for museums to express an interest with no answer being
an expression of no interest
We propose to ask the coroner to consider delaying an inquest until the museum expresses and interest
of the 28 day time limit has expired
Question 1
Do you agree that introducing a time limit for an expression of interest would help to speed up the
treasure process?
Given the pressures in local authority musuems RESCUE is not surprised that there are delays at this
stage. It may be sensible to introduce a time limit for response, but only if the musuem is able to
request an extension of time if needed.
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Question 2
What do you think would be the impact of asking the coroner to delay an inquest until an expression
of interest is made or the 28 day time limit has expired?
As an inquest is not needed if no museum is interested in acquisition this is sensible, and we believe is
common practice already.

Questions 3 and 4 relate Section H of the Codes, Paragraphs 63(3) and (4) E/W Code and 53(3) and (4)
NI Code and Paragraph 47 and 48 of the Consultation Document
Sometimes museums have had to withdraw their interest at a late stage, because they didn’t appreciate
fully the possible value of a find. This means there is a waste in resources and a delay in returning the
find to the finder.
We propose to ask museums to research the value of a find before expressing an interest
Question 3
Do you consider that the requirement for museums to research possible value before expressing an
interest would reduce the waste of resources caused to the acquiring museum and to the British
Museum, National Museum Northern Ireland and National Museum Wales who administer the
treasure process?
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Question 3
There are many reasons why a museum might have to withdraw from a potential purchase under the
Act and lack of resources is often significant. However adding to their responsibilities in this way is
unlikely to significantly improve the situation. The musuem decision at this stage should be based on
the significance of the object and how it relates to their collection. If objects are consistently valued
by TVC above the resources that can be raised locally then RESCUE believes we should consider
whether the emphasis on financial value is depriving us of material that should be in the public
domain.

Question 4
Do you consider that this suggestion is sufficient to reduce the waste of resources or do you think that
there are other actions that would increase the efficiency of the process?
It seems likely

Question 5 relates to Section H of the Codes, Paragraph 63(4) E/W Code, 53(4) NI Code and
Paragraphs 49 – 55 of the Consultation Document
Under Section 6(3) of the Act, the Secretary of State can disclaim a find, which is then returned to the
finder. The administrative procedure is outlined at Paragraphs 48 – 50 E/W and 39 – 41 NI.
At the moment finds that are part of a hoard cannot be disclaimed individually until after the inquest.
Where a museum only wishes to acquire part of a hoard, this can cause unnecessary work and expense
and a delay in returning the find to the finder.
Paragraph 63(4) E/W and 53(4) NI deal with the administrative procedure for disclaiming part of a hoard
following an inquest.
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To make the guidance clearer, we intend to add a paragraph to this section stating that where part of a
hoard is disclaimed, the administrative procedure at Paragraphs 48 -50 E/W and 39-41NI will be
followed
We also propose that the Treasure Secretariat tells the coroner that an inquest is necessary on only part
of hoard, so that any finds not wanted by the museum could be returned to the finder at an early stage
Question 5
What effect would clarifying that the Paragraph 48 - 50 and 39 - 41 process will apply where a
museum withdraws interest at any stage in the treasure process have?

It would be sensible to amend the Code to clarify this point, but we would hope that the acquisition
of partial assemblages was not the norm and that the archaeological reasons for this were clearly
expressed by the Treasur e Secretariat.

Questions 6 and 7 relate to Paragraphs 67E/W and 56NI and Paragraphs 56 – 58 of the Consultation
Document
Interested parties can submit their own evidence and valuations to the Treasure Valuation Committee
(TVC) when they are considering the value of any reward.
So that all evidence is considered together at an early stage, we propose to add to the Codes at this
point a time limit of 28 days for interested parties to submit their evidence and valuations. This will run
from the circulation of the provisional valuation.
Additionally, where the TVC confirm their original valuation at a second view, they will only consider a
further view at their own discretion.
Question 6
What do you think the effect would be of having a time limit on the submission of evidence and
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comments?

It seems reasonable that the period of time for disputes about financial value be limited.

Question 7
What do you think would be the effect of having a general rule that the TVC will only consider a case
twice (this can be increased at their discretion)?

RESCUE believes that there is often a public misapprehension about the financial value of artefacts
and that it should not dominate the process. A single re-consideration should be adequate in most
cases.

Question 8 relates to Paragraphs 67 E/W and 56 NI and Paragraphs 59 – 62 of the Consultation
document
Figures provided by the Treasure Secretariat show that in 2015, nearly a third of treasure finds were
valued at less than £115, the average cost of a provisional valuation.

We propose that the Treasure Secretariat screens finds in future, and that lower value finds are valued
at first view, by the TVC. Interested parties would be able to submit their own evidence and valuations.
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This would save money and time in the treasure process
Question 8
What do you think the effect of screening lower value finds would be?

RESCUE supports this proposal. We also believe that for higher value finds the external valuation costs
should be deducted from the reward paid out to the finder.

Questions 9 and 10 relate to Paragraph 70 E/W Code, Paragraph 59 NI Code and Paragraphs 63 - 66 of
the Consultation document
Once the TVC’s recommendation is accepted by the Secretary of State the finder and landowner and/or
occupier are asked for their bank details. There is currently no time limit for the details to be provided.
The Treasure Secretariat and DCMS are holding money from the backlog of cases where the interested
parties have not provided details, which is not a good use of public money. In order to manage
resources more efficiently we propose to introduce a six month time limit for interested parties to
provide details. This six months would begin from the notification of the amount and the allocation of
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the reward
Question 9
Do you think that there are any disadvantages to only allowing six months for bank details to be
submitted?

No

Question 10
In those circumstances, would it be appropriate for any reward that cannot be paid to the desired
recipient because they have not provided bank details to be returned to the acquiring museum?
Yes

Questions 11 and 12 relate to Paragraph 70 E/W Code, Paragraph 59 NI Code and Paragraphs 67 - 73
of the Consultation document
The treasure process can be delayed where the landowner and/or occupier is not identified. The finder
is responsible for reporting a find and providing information about the landowner and/or
occupier. Circumstances may arise where the finder is unable to provide the information. For example,
because they haven’t recognised a find as possible treasure for a long period of time and are unable to
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recall where they made the find. If we take forward the proposal to extend to acquirers a duty to
report a possible treasure object or coin to the coroner (See Paragraphs 121 - 133 of the Consultation
document) the acquirer may well not know where the object or coin was found. We propose that
where the landowner and/or occupier’s details remain unknown the Treasure Secretariat or SCMS
would retain the landowner and/or occupier’s share of the reward for 12 months before it would be
returned to the museum.
Question 11
Do you see any disadvantages in the suggestion that in circumstances where a landowner and or
occupier cannot be identified, the reward money payable to the landowner and or occupier would be
retained for 12 months and then returned to the museum?
No

Question 12
In those circumstances, would it be appropriate for any reward that cannot be paid to the desired
recipient because they cannot be identified to be returned to the acquiring museum?
Yes
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Questions 13 and 14 relate to Section J Rewards, Paragraph 81 E/W Code, Paragraph 70 NI Code and
Paragraphs 74 - 77 of the Consultation document
The Codes state that archaeologists and those engaged on an archaeological excavation or investigation
are not eligible for a reward. The TVC decide when an interested party meets that
definition. Misunderstandings can arise where a finder subsequently takes part in an archaeological
investigation on the site of their find. We propose to add the following definitions of an archaeologist
and of those engaged in archaeological excavation in the Codes to provide clear guidance to interested
parties and the TVC. Archaeologist: A professional, student, volunteer or amateur engaged on a
planned study of the landscape where the primary goal is to understand past activity through an
assessment of all traces of human activity
Archaeological excavation or investigation: A planned study of the landscape that aims to record all
traces of human activity thereon. It can be conducted by professional units, educational institutions or
societies
Question 13
Do you consider that the proposed definitions of archaeologist and archaeological excavation or
investigation are accurate?
RESCUE believes that conflating professional and amateur archaeologists in this definition by an
activity is unwise, and that this would not be acceptable as a definition of a professional
archaeologist. A professional is best defined as someone qualified and employed (or retired from
employment) as an archaeologist. A professional archaeologist should not profit from the Treasure
Act reward system at any time, not solely while engaged in archaeological investigation, and this was
our understanding of the current code, though we understand this has not always been applied. The
recommendation that a professionally conducted archaeological excavation or investigation should
ensure that all participants sign appropriate a Treasure waiver is more important than a definition of
the activity.
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Question 14
Do you see any disadvantages in having these definitions in the Code?
As they stand the proposals risk discouraging the metal detector users from adopting a more
archaeological approach and reduce clarity about whether the professional archaeologist is ineligible
for a reward.
It might be simpler to improve the Treasure reporting form so that the status of the finder is clear by
asking whether they are an archaeologist.

Question 15 relates to Section L Speed of Handling Cases Paragraph 87 E/W Code, 76 NI Code and
Paragraphs 78 - 81 of the Consultation document
The Codes contain deadlines which aim to provide focus for the institutions and individual who
participate in the treasure process. Research by the Treasure Secretariat indicates that delays occur at
the beginning and the end of the process. In order to address this we propose to replace the current
deadlines with those below, focusing on the beginning and end of the process. The curator or FLO’s
provide reports for the coroner, which puts forwards the reasons why a find falls under the Acts
definition of treasure. We will propose that these should be written within three months of the find
being reported. Coroners should consider holding inquests within three months of receiving a request
to do so from the Treasure Registry, in accordance with Paragraph 12 of the Chief Coroner’s guidance:
Treasure - A Practical Guide for Coroners Museums should endeavour to pay for acquisitions within
three months
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Question 15
Do you think that these times would improve the rate at which treasure cases are resolved?
Although we do not object to some guidelines to ensure the process keeps moving it is more
important to achieve a positive result. The most important cases are likely to be those that require
more time and so it should be very clear that there will be exceptions at all stages of the process.

Question 16 relates to Paragraph 87 E/W Code, After Paragraph 79 NI Code and Paragraphs 82 – 84 of
the Consultation document
When a reward is finalised the acquiring museum is invoiced for that amount, with payment expected
within three months. Understandable delays in payment can occur, but we appreciate that this can be
frustrating for the interested parties. We propose therefore that where a payment has been delayed
longer than three months the acquiring museum would be required to provide an explanation and an
indication of the expected time for payment.
Question 16
Can you see any disadvantages to a requirement for acquiring museums to explain delays in
payments?

No
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Section 2 - Revisions to the definition of treasure in the Act
Questions 17 and 18 relate to Section 1.1 (a) of the Treasure Act 1996 and Paragraphs 85 - 88 of the
Consultation document
Under Section 1.1 (a) of the Act, treasure is defined as objects 300 years old or older. This means that
shortly a large volume of mass produced articles could be bought into the scope of the Act. In order to
focus resources on significant archaeological, cultural and historical finds we propose to change the
definition from a sliding date into a static date of pre- 1714. We understand that there is a risk that
significant objects could not be preserved for public collections, and we have addressed this at length in
the Consultation document.
Question 17
Do you think that changing to a static date is a good idea?
Yes

Question 18
Do you think 1714 is an appropriate date?
Yes, though 1700 might be simpler and easier as many archaeological objects can only be
approximately dated to a century.
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Questions 19 and 20 relate to changes under Section 2(1) of the Act and Paragraphs 89 - 94 of the
Consultation document Research by the British Museum indicates that most finds worth over £10,000
would usually fall within the current definitions of treasure. However, there are rare and important
articles such as the Crosby Garrett helmet which do not, and have consequently been sold into private
collections. We propose to designate an additional class of treasure for the purposes of section 1(1) (b)
of the Act: objects that meet the age criterion (i.e. are at least 200 years old when found) and have a
value of over £10,000. Our aim is that this definition should be flexible enough to capture important
objects while excluding finds that are more common and less likely to be acquired by
museums. Details of how we see the process working, and the management of the risks of defining a
find as treasure based on its financial value are considered in the consultation document in Paragraphs
87 - 92.
Question 19
What view do you have of the proposed value based definition and what impact would it have?

RESCUE believes that archaeological value and financial value must be kept separate in law, and that
any antiquities legislation should be about recording and preserving items of archaeological or
historical value. We do not think that this is a satisfactory solution to the issues raised by the Crosby
Garrett helmet.
There will always be significant objects that fall outside any treasure definition, unless it is radically
reformed so that all archaeological objects are defined as the property of the state.
Introducing this financial value class would encourage the media obsession with monetary rather than
cultural value and this leads to increased treasure-hunting with no understanding of the potential
knowledge that can be lost

Question 20
Do you think that there is any more appropriate way to ensure that important finds which do not
currently fall within the definition of treasure are retained?
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Question 20

Only as indicated above by a comprehensive revision of the legal status of archaeological objects to
give them greater protection overall. Within the present system it has to be hoped that such
exceptions will be recorded and made available to museums and that grant giving bodies will
recognise their importance despite non-Treasure status.

Questions 21 and 22 relate to a change under section 2(1) of the Act and to Paragraphs 95 to 97 of the
Consultation document
Currently single gold coins do not fall under the definition of treasure. We propose to add a definition to
include all single coin finds of any origin dated between AD43 and 1344, when Edward III re-introduced
gold coinage in England. Recorded finds of coins of this time are rare, and indicate the lack of gold coins
circulating at that time. The aim of this change is to focus resources on significant coins and avoid
bringing into the scope of the act more common finds.
Question 21
What view do you have of the proposed designation for single gold coins and what impact would it
have?
RESCUE agrees that gold coins are important indicators of past social status and may be very rare and
so of particular interest for retention in a public collection. However the current proposal seems to be
selecting certain coins solely because they are rare (and hence more valuable).
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Question 22
Would AD43 to 1344 be the most appropriate dates for defining single gold coins as treasure?

RESCUE believes that every gold coin (pre-1700) should be treated the same; in particular to exclude
pre-Roman Iron Age gold coins is clearly to define Treasure by financial rather than by archaeological
significance.

Question 23 relates to a Change under Section 2(1) of the Act and Paragraphs 98 to 100 of the
Consultation document
In 2009 the Royston Roman hoard was only preserved for a public collection because one object had a
small amount of silver in it. In order to ensure that significant objects are preserved for public collection,
we propose to extend the definition of treasure. The definition will include closed deposits (where
objects and/or coins are believed to have been intentionally buried together) of base metal objects,
where at least two of the objects are of Roman date.
Question 23
What do you think the impact would be of widening the definition of treasure to include objects any
part of which is base metal, which form part of a group of articles of Roman date intentionally buried
together?
RESCUE supports extension of the definition to include groups of Roman objects intentionally buried
together. We also suggest that such prehistoric and Roman groups should not require a base metal
object to qualify as treasure; there are for example occasional finds of hoards of stone axes.
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Section 3 Exemption of objects subject to Church of England statutory regimes
Question 24 and 25 relate to changes under Section 2.2 of the Act and Paragraphs 101 – 118 of the
Consultation document
The Act removed the common law requirement for a treasure find to have been apparently buried with
an intention to retrieve by the original owner. This brought into the scope of the Act objects which had
been buried in association with human interments in ground consecrated according to the rites of the
Church of England. These objects are also subject to the Church of England’s own systems of control,
which are part of primary legislation.
The Government undertook to address this situation during the passage of the Act. We propose that
finds that fall under the Church of England’s own systems of control are exempted from the definition of
treasure. Further details of the systems of control and the proposed exemptions can be found in the
Consultation document.
Question 24
What do you think the effect would be of limiting objects that fall under the Care of Cathedrals
Measure 2011 and the Faculty Jurisdiction to one legal system?

One system would be preferable
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Question 25
Do you consider that the Care of Cathedrals Measure 2011 and the Faculty Jurisdiction are sufficient
to protect finds which fall under those systems?

RESCUE does not believe that the ongoing preference for separate legal systems for the Church of
England is appropriate for heritage and archaeological matters and would prefer to see the Treasure
system applied across the board.

Question 26 relates to the commencement of Section 29 of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (the
2009 Act) and Paragraphs 122-123 of the Consultation document
Section 29 of the Act provides that the coroner can decide not to begin or continue with an investigation
where the Secretary of State disclaims a find that has been reported as possible treasure. We propose
to commence this provision which would remove the need for the coroner to hold an inquest where no
museum has declared an interest in an object or coin and would allow it to be returned to the finder.
Question 26
What effect do you think giving coroners the power not to conduct an inquest into treasure would
have?

We agree that there is usually no point in continuing with an inquest if a find has been disclaimed,
although there may be occasional circumstances where the circumstances of discovery do require
investigation at the coroner's discretion.
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Section 4 Commencement of measures in the Coroners and Justice Act 2009
Questions 27 and 28 relate to the commencement of Section 30 of the 2009 Act and Paragraphs 124134 of the Consultation document
Since the introduction of the Act, the environment in which it operates has changed, the introduction of
online markets has made it easier for the rare unscrupulous finder to sell an undeclared find. In order to
address this problem we propose to commence Section 30 of the 2009 Act. This would insert Section 8A
into the text of the Treasure Act and would create a duty on anyone who acquired a possible treasure
object or coin to report it to the coroner. Section 8A would create a criminal offence of failing to notify
the coroner where a possible treasure finds has been acquired and there has been no investigation. In
addition, commencing Section 30 will introduce a presumption when offences under Section 8 of the
Treasure Act are prosecuted that, in the absence of other evidence, finds in England and Wales were
made after the commencement of the Treasure Act.
Question 27
What effect do you think the extension of the duty to report a possible treasure find to a person who
acquires a find would have?

RESCUE thinks that this would be beneficial as amoral dealing in antiquities is far too common.
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Question 28
Do you have any other comments on these proposals to commence these elements of the 2009 Act?

These measures may encourage good record-keeping and the retention of relevant documentation
with all finds, this is a key archaeological requirement

Question 29 relates to the commencement of Sections 8B and 8C of the Treasure Act and Paragraph
135 of the Consultation document.
Section 8C will increase the length of time allowed for proceedings under Section 8.
Question 29
What effect do you think extending the lengthening of time for bringing proceedings for prosecution
would have?
Positive

Section 5 The long term future of the treasure process and its sustainability
Questions 30 and 31 relate to the long term sustainability of the treasure process and Paragraphs 136
– 143 There has been increase in annual treasure cases from below 100 per year in the mid-1990s to
over a thousand per year since 2014. The overwhelming majority of these finds have been made by
metal detectorists who have been instrumental in preserving unique finds such as the Ringlemere Cup
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for public collections and the creation of the PAS database. Given this increase in cases the question of
the long term financial sustainability of the treasure process arises and how it can continue to support
the aims of the Act to preserve objects of cultural, historic and archaeological importance for the
public. In order to address this we have put forward some suggestions on the future form of the
process. These are:
•
•

•

the introduction of a process similar to that in Scotland, whereby all archaeological objects
become the property of the Crown;
strengthening educational outreach to the full spectrum of the metal detecting community in
order to encourage the proactive reporting of finds and adherence to the Code of Practice for
Responsible Metal Detecting and the treasure process; and
the introduction of a regulation as in Northern Ireland where archaeological digging of any sort
(both by professional archaeologists and others) is only allowed by permit
The aim of these suggestions is to open initial debate and to encourage other suggestions for
the long term sustainability of the treasure process

Question 30
What are your views on these preliminary suggestions on the future form of the treasure process?

RESCUE is supportive of the opening up of this discussion, which we feel is overdue.
We would argue that England has an obligation under the terms of Article 3 of the European
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (Revised) (Valetta 1992, signed by the
UK in 2001) to introduce a licensing scheme for all archaeological investigations.
We believe that the definition of a selection of archaeological objects as 'Treasure' is unhelpful,
leading for example to the recent Cadbury's campaign encouraging children to hunt for treasure on
kown and protected archaeological sites.
We suggest that a simple licence system for metal detectors could encourage responsible use and
reporting.
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Question 31
Do you consider that there is a different approach to changing the process which would support its
long term sustainability?
We suggest an appraisal of the systems in other parts of the UK, ie the Northern Ireland licensing
system and the Scottish comprehensive application of Treasure trove. should be critically appraised.
This appraisal must examine how effective changes would be for heritage benefit, not solely for
financial savings. We suggest a review of the sustainability of the Portable Antiquities Scheme. The
PAS has been stretched towards breaking point .
There is a need to integrate legal protection for sites and artefacts which are both part of the
archaeological heritage. As suggested above RESCUE believes that a new Heritage Act for England is
needed to establish our compliance with the Valetta Convention and to update laws protecting both
static and movable parts of the heritage.
The principle should be that the past belongs to us all, regardless of how portable parts of it may be,
and that ongoing knowledge loss is unsustainable.
Question 32 relates to additional comments on the proposed changes and to Paragraphs 144 of the
Consultation document
Question 32
Do you have any additional comments on the proposed changes to the Code and to the legislation
governing the treasure process?

The Code of Practice should clarify and expand on the use of a reduction in the rewards payable in
order to support the proper conservation of the objects. This could be done by expanding on the
current advice that the value should be based on the object in its conserved state 'after the
deduction of notional cleaning and conservation costs' (para 66). The conservation process should
normally include r examination by specialists, documentation, any required stabilisation treatment or
restoration for display, scientific study and publication; and monitored storage in archives. Any
acquiring museum is currently obliged to find funding for the proper treatment of the object in
addition to paying the full market value as a reward.
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